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Bringing Students Together
With Responsible Student
Government, Kay Kemp.
The ASBSU Vice President
'Who'lliisten to you:
ANNOUNCING
THE SECOND ANNUAL
SILVER AND GOLD SERVICE AWARDS
Established to .
ree69 ri:ize'~tudents' ..,
, contributions toward a better
'.Boise State University
Do you know a Boise State student whose contributions make for a better
university experience? Here Is the opportunity for giving long,pue recognItion
to hard working, often un-rewarded students who serve BSU In any of the myriad
facets of campus /lfe. We are looking for those students who give that "/lttle bit
extra" whether or not they work In an officially recognized organization, In a paid
position, or In a volunteer situation.
Start thinking about sorpeof the hundreds of constructive, hard-working students
who abound on this campus, Help us give these students the thanks they deserve.
Please fill out a nominating petition available at Siudent Activities office (In the
SUB) and return It prior to Thursday, March 12,1981. If you have any questions
or suggestlon1l, please call Dennis Freeburn, student Activities Office, 385-1551.
Introductions Are My Pleasure!
:.; ~:~~,Gem,'State,Singles~
e..~~'Y?~' Legitimllt~ ,Refen:itl Service ' ': " .'
-,Esther I. Sfuith P..O.Box:6944Boise:ldll~C) 837~7
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ofUnlvefslty
,on .Broadway
.MOI,';'Thur 10:30 am to' ,9pm~'
Fri-Sat 10:~Qqmtoloprn
EACH'WEEKc'HARFEE HALl..
AND THE TOWERS SPONSOR
, ·'A'DANCE-FORYOU!' '.',
• '. I' . ,., ~., • ' • I..;·' . , t, .
. ADIFFERfNT FL'OOR WIL.LsPoNso-,iEAC";' WEEK
so COME OUTAND SUPPORTYOURFAVORITE FLOOR-
,. OR ALL OF THEM-
•. ,i" :
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'9'PM ,TILL l' :AM
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ERA-DEBATERS LOCK HORNS
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MEG FEREDAY
In a debate sponsored by the Programs
Board of BSU Students, last' Wednesday
night, former U.S. Senator and Equal
Rights Amendment supporter Birch Bayh
and ERA opponent Phyllis Schlafly faced
off in a lively contest that drew alternately
boos, hisses, and approving applause from
the audience.
The BSU Ballroom was packed to a
capacity of 820 people. The crowd seemed
to be well balanced with anti- and' pro-
ERA'ers alike. A group of approximately
170 ERA marchers rallied at the Ballroom
before the debate after walking three-
fourths of a mile from the IdahoHistorical
Museum to show their support for ERA.
Several STOP ERA buttons were worn by
women, but there was not a great number
of them to be seen. ,
The ERA is a proposed amendment to
the U.S. Constitution that wouldal1ow no
person to be discriminated against on the
basis of sex.
The main issues debated 'vere the effects
ERA might have on the draft, and women,
equal pay for women and sex discrimina-
tion on the job, federal control, and the
"rightful place" of women. The issue of
abortion and homosexuality 'under, an-
Equal Rights amendment was touched on
briefly during the debate.
Speaking first at the indication of debate
mediator Judge Karen Vehlow, Schlafly
made her main attack on the issue of
women and the draft; Under the ERA, she
said, women would be drafted into
hand-to-hand combat with"enemy men."
"What could possibly be fair about
sending American women to fight, enemy
men'?" she said.
Bayh responded hyaccusing SchlaflY.oJ
using the draft asa "scare tactic," and said
that the military, out of common sense,
would not send women to combat but that
women would serve in areas where they
could use their talents best, such as
computer programming. Bayh said "War is
hell: I don't,' want to send" a
daughter to war. I don't want to send a son
to war," he added.
.On the issue .of womenlmd work,
Schal fly insisted that current neutral sex
laws are enough protection for women
against sex discrimination on the job.
"Sure there is sex discrimination on the
job, but not in the law. There are always
some people who disobey the law, but the
big majority of the people are law abiding,
and you have a problem of enforcement in
certain areas," Schlafly said. ,
She said people are paid equal pay for
equal work, and that "a doctor of course is
paid more than a nurse," and that a "boss'
is paid more than a secretary" as a matter
of course. She said, "Most women have
chosen another career--that of the wife and
mother."
Schlafly feels that it is an unnecessary
measure to add an anti-sex discrimination
amendment to the U.S. Constitution, and
that the ERA would give the federal courts
even more control than they already have,
especially in regard to, abortion and
homosexuality. She asked the audience,
"We don't want to give the federal court
any more power to dream up more
mischief (and) tohave the power to give the.
mother the rightto kilI her unborn baby. do '
we'?"
Schlafly also said that the ERA would
'give "lesbian _privileges" to fernale :
- .hornosexuals. According to Schlafly, these
"privileges," such as homosexual
marriages, would undermine the backbone
of American morals and serve to destroy
the American family. Part of the crowd
responded to that with an angry
undercurrent of growls, but another
',segf\lent greeted the question with
applause.. ' .' :' '" ,- "
Bayh countered that the reason for,
Schlafly's success in stopping the once
successful pro-ERA movement is because
, «Continued to page 12
Meg Fereday
Former Indiana Senator Birch Bayh anti STOP ERA-advocate Phyllis
Schlafly squared-off in a heated debate about the Equal Rights Amendment
on' Wednesday, Feb. 25 before a packed SUB Ballroom audience.
EXAMS -DEBUT·
They 'should be able to evaluate their
students in the classroom."
English minimum competency exams English professor Jim Maguire said that
made their debut at Boise State University he was "absolutely" in favor of the test
last week as over 1600 freshman-level even though grading the tests disrupted
English students took the exam. Passing the English classes for two days. An English
exam is required in both 101 and 102 level professor who asked not to be identified
composition classes in order 'to receive cal1ed the exams "an unfortunate
credit for those classes. The exams were necessity."
instituted as part of a revision in core Test co-ordinator- Fox said that he had
requirements intended to raise the levels of heard of student dissatisfaction with the
academics at Boise State. tests" but that most dissatisfaction was
Only 18 percent 'of the persons taking the based on • 'the' usual rumors and
exams failed to pass according to exam misinformation." One widespread rumor
coordinator Roy Fox. Fox, who wrote the which Fox said was making the rounds had
original draft of the exam, said that the it that passing the exam meant a student
exam was reviewed by a number of faculty automatically passed the class. Fox stressed
members from the English and education that this was untrue, and that passing the
departments to insure an equitable test. Fox. test only made a student eligible to pass the '
also said that he spent a great deal of time class' if the student fulfilled the other
"statistically validating" the test before it requirements for the class.
was given to the students. The grading system for the test called for
The exam for the 102 and 112 level two professors to read each exam and grade
English classes asked the students to write" it on a scale of 1 (worst) to 5 (best). If the
an essay on what 3 or 4 things from' OUf scores given l?Ythe two evaluators added up
culture they would want future societies to to 5or- more, the student passed. When the
find, and why they would want those. scores given by the two evaluators differed
particular objects to be found. The by more than 1 point however, the test was
developmental and ,101-111 level com- given to a third professor to evaluate. Fox
petency exam, which accounted for ~bo~t said that 63 percent of the tests submitted
600 of the 1600 exams given, was m SIX received identical grades from each grader,
parts and tested basic skills such as spelling, ' 35 percent of the tests' submitted received
grammar, and proofreading. Fox said that grades within 1 point of each other, and
the 101 level exam was intended to test for only 2 percent of the tests had to be read
skills that should be learned in high school, by an additional evaluator." .,All the
and that the 102 level tested for skills which evaluators had two hours of, training on
should have been picked up in 101 level. practice exams before they graded the
The reaction among students and actual exams. , ' ' ,
professors was mixed. Student Becky Those students who failed the exams will
Dykstra said that she thought the test. be eligible to try again on April 1andz; and
wasn't worthwhile because'-~'Thtwlty ,tlley' on May 5-6. Students who took the exam
graded it was arbitrary. lfyo\t passed .or. for. deveIopmenfaland, lOt: level class--
failed depended on what professor you got exa.~swhich aregrl!oded hi six parts'; need
(to grade the exam.)' Another student said onlyretakethpse parts 'of tile exam which
she tnoughtthccXiiJli5 :wen:un~ry end they failed instMdQf, retaking the 'entire
"didn't give the teach~r~ a lot: ?t~r~it. ,exam; - -",:,,' - '~':'~":
DON BARCLAY
OVERSEAS STUDY
GEORGE JACOX Studies Abroad.
Costs per semester range from $1845 for
Avigrion, to $2145 for studies in London.
The fees cover tuition, lodging, meals,
textbooks, medical insurance, side trips,
and student passes for transportation.
Financial Aid can be used to cover the costs
of the program.
As welI as being exposed to the climate of
a foreign culture, students can take a
variety 'of classes designed to take
advantage of the locale. The Avignon
Studies Abroad Program, for example,
offers courses in; Art in Provence, Avignon
Today, and Late Medieval France. Courses
in London and Cologne are planned, to
include studies of the art,' history, and
literature of the country where the program
.is based. In countries other than England,
foreign language courses are offered on all
levels of expertise.
Excursions to the surrounding area are
an integral part, of the courses offered
through the NICSA' program. Students'
«Continued to page 12
Boise State University's Study Abroad
program offers students an opportunity for
a brief respite from American life, - while
earning colIege credit.
That's the discovery of Pam Achamire, a
B.S.U. sophomore. In a letter to B.S.U.
French professor John Robertson, she said;
"I realized that it doesn't matter how well
you speak, but how well you make the
person you are speaking to feel at ease."
Pam Achamire took advantage of a
program being offered by the Northwest
Interinstitutional Council on Studying
Abroad, through the B.S.U. program of
Studies Abroad. Programs are being
offered in London and Cologne, as well as
in Avignon, for the Fall, Winter and Spring
Terms of '81 and '82.
TheNICS:O\ program is open to students
in all fields, provided that they have at least
sophomore standing. Applicants have to be
in good academic shape, and are personally
interviewed .before being selected for
ELECTION RESULTS
.The following is a list of the primary
election results from last week:
ASB SENATORS
ASO PRESIDENT
Business: .Tracy Lefteroff 105
David DeHaas 103
Health Sciences: Lisa Bivens 31
Arts and Sciences; Deanna Gibler 98
Vo-Tech: Robert Barnhill 59
Ted ECkler 15
Tony Lund 235
Mike Mead 213
Darrell Hammon 101
Eric Anderson 70 '
Kent Dunn 29'
ASB VICE-PRESIDENT
The, following names will appear on the'
General Election ballot: Tony Lund. and
Mike Mead' forPresident, Kay Kemp and
John Lincolri for Vice-President, and Tracy
, Lefteroff', David. DeHaas,l..isa Bivens,
.:, .. "Dea.~Gib!er._R{\\:lt;!rt,Barnhill and Ted,
Eckler for Senators.
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BAD Buzz
of the studenifeeScolleeted this semester,
When the $50 increase was levied, the
Board decided to' withhold 10070of the
estimated amount to be collected pending
actual receipts. A part of the' board's
decision involves the decision to or not to
return toBSU 100070of the student fees
generated by this university; In the past
such fees would be collected in a general
fiind, as they are now, and redistributed to
the universities according to a set formula.
BSU contributes approximately 31 t1 to this
'fund and receives approximately 26t1 from
the fund. The Board could decideto hold
, .to this distribution formula or to vary from
it.
Another item to be considered by the
Board is entitledEquitySiudy-~Phase Ill.
Under thisitein the board will discuss
whether or not to change the formula by
.which funds going into the above
mentioned general fund (called the
Miscellaneous Receipts Account) are then
Russ P. Markus distributed . back to the institutions of
higher education.
The fourth agenda item.of major concern
to BSU students is "Notice of Possibility of
$200 per semester Student Fee Increase."
The State Board of Education will be The chances for student testimony during
meeting in the Senate Chambers, 2nd Floor this week's board meeting are slight. But
of the Student Union Building on Friday, the opportunity exists to hear the rationale
March 6 to determine and to discuss several behind the proposal as it is discussed
items of importance to BSU students. . among board members. Students who take
At 8:30 a.m., the Board -will hold the this opportunity will surely be in a better
final hearing on the 1981-82 Housing position to submit testimony when and if
System Rates. These rates are proposed to the board decides to hold a hearing.
be increased from 13V2070 (Family Housing) This will be the last board meeting held at
to 16070(Residence Halls-Double) to 18070 BSU this semester. The April meeting is
(Residence Halls.-Single).These rates were scheduled for Moscow and the May
recommended by a committee which meeting will be in Lava Hot Springs, I
included students negotiating with the food strongly encourage every BSU student to be
service people, but the raises reflect rising on hand for this important State Board of
_food costs, utility costs, and telephone Education on meeting,
service costs. Interested persons may
submit written testimony prior to the
hearing' to the State Board Office or to
ASBSU Offices, or they may testify in
person at that hearing.
Immediately following this hearing, the
Board will go into JointSession where they
will take up the question of the distribution
Browne, his band- and crew, for the
beautiful music they 'gave us .. I would also
like to thank, and praise them for their
concern for our water and environment. It
is people like this who have the power, to
help us make something happe!" somethmg
positive. I also want to show my deepest
appreciation to. the Duck Valley People to
Protect Wildhorse, the Coalition for a
Clean Aquifer, the Snake River Alliance,
the Pacific Alliance, and the Student
Programs Board, who not only made this
concert possible,' but also work constantly
for the cause of promoting a non-nuclear
future, A very special thanks also goes to
Brad,. Nancy, and all }of the other
volunteers who made this cause such a
wonderful success .. Let us not let it stop
'here. Let's take this inspiration and make
it work for us in creating a better. cleaner,
world for the future. Thank you all.
peace,
Editor:
After reading Meg Fercday's article,.
"Election Turmoil," I felt it was time to
write my first letterto the University News.
Fereday's articlewas, it seems, inadverently
placed under the heading of news when it
should have appeared in the Gossip
Column. Due to this unfortunate error the
readers of the News who read the article for
factual content were instead subjected to
accusations made by, of all people, an
"unidentified source."
Tony Lund should not be handed sole
responsibility for unfilled positions on the
Election Board or any other committee. As
a fornier member of the Personnel
Selection Committee 1 received first hand
. exposure to the conflicts and complications
that the ASB members contend with in
student government. To lay the blame on
anyone individual I'Of the functional
failure of an entire committee is not only
.overly simplistic but indicative of the bias
that pervades this entire article .. Fereday
loses credibility in her news reporting when
she fails to follow. up accusations made by
an unidentified source. The article, which
concerns the controversies and rumors
surrounding this campaign, has done an
excellent job of contributing to them. Con-
gratulations Meg Fereday, move over Jack
Anderson!
I had the privilege of attending and
working at the recent Water for Life
Concert, and 1 'would like to offer my
heartfelt thanks to all of those that helped
to make it happen. Thanks first to Floyd
Westerman, Chris Williamson, Jackie
Robbins, John Trudell, Bonnie Raitt,
Carol King, and especially Jackson
Sally Thomas
ASBSU President
SALLY SAYS
Kathie Burgess
CONCERT
Editor:
HOT OFF THE LOOMS:
GNU WONDER SHIRT!
M"mmm ti!
Gnu wonder shirt fits your
style in twelve gnu ways:
life
I. Perfect for wearing to Gnu Mexico.
2. Great compliment for Gnu's briefs.
3. Better than an Alfred E. Gnuman T-shirt.
4. Just right for member of the Gnu right.
5. Looks swell on the Gnu left.
6. Wear it with your Gnu suede shoes.
7. Put on a clean one for your Gnu year's party .
8. Cover up things the Gnu morality finds offensive.
9. Wear one under three sweaters and a
parka .when you visit Gnufoundland,
Use one to keep your gnu-gnus warm.
After you've had it for years it still looks gnu.
Not suitable for saffari wear.
/ .
10.
11.
12.
=
i
1 & -,Nf8f!PJ.Present.
RA;MBLIN'
JACE: ELLIOTT
~.<;> .. ~.:~~.
~.--~) :::...,. .
SUpMC A ~. __ 1'Ih 7;01' •....u._
~"""' .•7". _ .....Following a hearing scheduled
at 8:30 a.m., on Friday; March 6
in the Student Senate Chambers
at BSU, and after consideration
of any written testimony sub-
mitted on the matter, the State
Board of Education will take
final action on an administration
request to increase the charges
for the housing system. and the
dormitory fund beginning the
1981-82 academic year. In
university residence halls, the
proposed increase for a double-
room rate board plan is a 16
percent juJUP. An 18 percent
increase is proposed for the single
room board plan. '
Any interested person is
invited to submit written testi-
mony prior to the meeting, or
appear in person at the meeting
to testify.
The Boise State Business
Machines Technology classes are
looking for desk top office
equipment to repair. If you have
a typewriter, calculator ,or
adding machine that is broken,
bring it to the round Vocational
Building, room 204, between
9:30 a.m. -2:30 p.m. weekdays.
A shop fee of $10 will be charged
for the repair work.
The BSU Career and Financial
Services office has announced
scholarships open to students.
The Idaho Water Users Associa-
tion has four $250 scholarships
open to students at an Idaho
college or university who are
studying water resource utiliza-
tion or conservation. Deadline is
March 31.
Two Health Professions
Scholarships for an unspecified
amount of money for two years
of pre-professional education
for Indian people are available.
The deadline is April 10. A grade
transcript, proof of admission,
and verification of types of
courses to be taken are required.
Also needed are documentation
of Indian eligibility, two faculty
recommendations 'and an ex-
planation of need for the
scholarship. Application kit a-
vailable from: Darlene B.
Marcellay, IHS Portland Area
Office, 1220 S.W. Third Ave,
#476J.>ortland, OR. 97204.
A $400 Elk's Rehabilitation
Hospital Auxiliary S~holarship is
available for a student pursuing a
course of study in a health-
related field who has financial
need. The candidates must
submit an application, two
written references, a personal
narrative and be available for a
personal interview. Deadline is
April 15. Contact Mrs. Corrinne
Johnston, Scholarship Chair-
man, clo Elk's Rehabilitation
Hospital Auxiliary 204 Fort
Place Boise, Idaho 83702.
SCI.-FI FESTIVAL
FRIDAY MARCH 6 7PM'- 2 AM
THE DAYTHE EARTH'
STOOD STILL
FANTASTIC
VOYAGE
20,000 LEAGUES
UNDER THE SEA
~
.. '~;~".'.'
. . .",.,'"f
With: The Day the Earth Stood Still,
20,000 Leagues Under the Sea,
Fantastic Voyage, and The Fly.
"YOU WON'T SEEYOURSELF
. <::::(),vIlNGAND GOING" At'ibeDoor
S~ents W/phOIOID: Non S~dent:
S1.00 single feature S2,OOSingle feature
Sl.50 double feature S2.50 double feature
Or one Ti"kct Booklet Ticket
The ticket booklet is available at the
S.U.B. InfoCenter or at the door of the
movie andhas ten tickets- each good
for ten single or double features.
More than one person can share a ticket
booklet. and booklets are Rood for both
the fall and spring movie features. The
price is $5 for students with photo ID,
$10 for non students.
, '
The Student Programs Board is always
ready. for. new'members. If. you're
inlc:esled. call 385-3297.Washington Square
'Welser 549-2492
.Ustlck at Cole
Cole Village,Boise 377-2430
RELAX
The Idaho Department of
Administration has announced
openings for 10 college students
in the governor's Summer Intern-
ship Program for 1981. Students
selected for the Internsnips will
be placed in state agencies to
assist with projects {rom June 8
to Aug. 5, and will be paid the
federal minimum wage of $3.35
per hour for their work. In
addition, they may earn ac-
ademic credit for their intern-
ships, with university depart-
ments. Those interested in
applying for the internships may
contactDr~ WiIliam'Mech,BSU
Honors Proaram. Direct~r, 1910
University -Boulevard, Boise,
Idaho 83725, 385-1122."
. "B~ls o'fire, Maud~, that ri~h Mr. Regan k,nows a hundred times more about saving and
I~vestlng than poor Will. That s why the president has to fire a hundred Wills to give every
rich fe~ler enough extra money in tax cuts to save and invest. And, believe you me, he's
chopping every government program there is to do it."
"All of them, Jud?"
"Well, all excepting for national defense. It says here the Pentagon's going to get an
extra $100 billion or so." " '
"Seems like with all that, they might of kept poor Will on."
"First things first, Maude," said Jud. "And like the president says the first thing we got
to do is preserve our way of life." ,
"I reckon you're right, Jud," said Maude with a sigh as she ladled the chick peas into two
crack~d bowls. "But sometimes I can't help wishing it included a pair of them gingham
curtains." . , '
(Copyright Chronicle Publishing Co. /98/)
SNOB APPEAL POOR SPENDTHRIFTS
ARTHUR HOPPE
DON BARCLAY
There is no sucli thing as an opjectivenewspaper. Every newspaper is slanted to one
extent or another and The /'{ew~ is no exception. The members or member of S.N.O.B.
(Students. for Ne~spape~ ObJectiveness) who are running a xerox campaign against The
Ne~s3!~ in for a disappolntrnent when they realize this fact; unless, they already know total
objectlYlty (or, as they would say, "objectiveness") is impossible and what they really mean
to say ISthat they want a newspaper slanted in their direction.
Since objectivity i's impossible and no single editorial slant will please everyone, The
N~ws m~kes no chum to represent the view of every student on campus. A reflection of this
attitude ISthat T~e News made not attempt to endorse any candidate in either state, national
or .c~pus elections because the~e was no way The News could assume to represent the
opirnon of all the students. While our feature stories (i.e, Sagebrush Jackson Browne
Student As Nigger) do rel1ectour opinions-opinions which are too far right for, som~
students and too f~r to the left for others-The News has presented viewpoints different
than <;>ur.own.For just a few eX8;mp'les:we have invited conservative economics professors
to write In the paper (we never invited the liberal professors to do so)' we devoted more
space to stories on Libertarian Presidental candidate Ed Clark than to any other candidates;
we gave equal time to Republican, Democratic, and Libertarian candidates for U.S. Senate;
and just last week we featured an interview with Sagebrush Rebellion leader Verne
Ravenscroft;' "
Yes we are slanted, we are human. But it is impossible to produce a newspaper that
offend~ no one without pr~ducing a newspaper that informs no one. The only alternative to
producing a newspaper WIth a slant IS to produce a newspaper that.is so inocurius as to be
worthless, and the students of Boise State deserve better than that. '
P.S. Reg~rding the charges by SNOB that The News is a big money waster: The News is
produced With $40,000 of student money and $50,000 in money generated by our advertising
revenue and subscriptions. This means that a single copy of The News costs a full-time
student 12 cents. That's not bad even if all you do is use the News to wipe your nose or line
your bird cage. The Ne.w.salso. practices th~ best capitalist traditions of competing in the free
market for our advertising chents, operatmg under totally professional business practices
and exploiting our labor for miniscule wages. '
"Sure right nice of the president to give us a 30 percent tax cut," said Maude Joad,
.dropping a small chunk of salt pork into the chick peas boiling on the old wood stove. "Too
bad we don't pay no taxes."Her husband, Jud, looked up from a tattered copy of, the Appalachia Corners
News-Gazette he'd picked up down at the depot. ,"NoW, Maude, it's a sight better if'n the
president give that money to the rich:Like the Secretary of the Treasury Donald Regan says
here, them tax cuts is 'aimed,' he says, 'at those most likely to save and invest.' to
"I reckon that's not us, is it, Jud?"
"Reckon not, Maude. For fifty years, every time you and me;laid our hands on a nickel,
we rushed right out to spend it like there weren't no tomorrow. What do we know about
saving and investing?"
• • •
"Well, now, Jud, 1put away $3:95 from my cheese money last year afore 'the goat died.
Remember? I was goingto buy them gingham curtains I been hankering after for so long a
time." - ,
"Just so, Maude. And where's you put it away? In the lard crock. That weren't doing
the economy no good. You was supposed to put it away in T-bill accounts or money market
funds or the like."
"What are them, Jud?"
"Don't rightly know,' Maude, and that'S the point. ' When it comes to saving and
investing, we can't hold a candle to the rich. They been doing it all their lives."
"I wouldn't mind giving it a try, Jud," said Maude, pushing the pot of chick peas to the
back of the stove with a chunk of firewood, "if'n the president saw fit to give us something
to practice with." " '
"Would?'t work, Maude," said Jud. "Soon as he let you have $6.95, you'd be off to buy
them curtains out of the Monkey-Ward catalogue quick as a hound dog with his tail afire.
The price of curtains would shoot up and, afore you knew it, Inflationwould be gobbling up
the savings of everybody in the land."
"But we hain't got no savings, Jud.'
"That's another blessing to be thankful for. We got no taxes to cut, no savings to get
gobbled up and no CET A job to lose, like poor Will Shinloper, who sweeps up over at the
courthouse."
"Don't see why the president has to fire poor Will. Why don't he fire that rich Treasury
Secretary, Mr. Regan, instead?" ,
• • •
(~....,
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of living and thinking are'
discussed with local and national
leaders of the new thought,
KUUZ presents "The Great
American Radio Show," the top
twenty album tracks in the nation,
-Sundays 10 pm-rnidnight:
R A D o
X95FM airs "Sound Track of
the 60's, "hosted by "Murray the
K," every Saturday 10 am-I prn.
Carey Sinton has been named
Program Director for KIDO,
(QI04) FM and KIDO AM in
Boise. ,.
On . Thursdays at 7:20 pin,
KBSU airs "The Future: Towards
the Year 2000," where new ways
Donahue-"The Paralyzed
Vietnam Veteran"-Friday, March
6, 9 am, channel 7-American
TELEVISION
On~
TOWN
The BSU Music Department is
sponsoring a dance March 13
from 8 p.m.-midnight in the SUB'
Ballroom. 'fBig Band" music will
be perforrnedby the-BSU Jazz
Band, under the direction of Mike
Smabal. Admission is $3 per
person or $1.50 per couple, with
proceeds going to the music
department scholarship fund.
Taj Mahal and Ramblin Jack
Elliot will perform March 7 at 7
p,m.' in the SUB Ballroom..
'Admission is $8 for general
admission and $7.50 for students.
Tickets are available at Budget
Tapes and Records, Nickelodeon,
and the SUB Information Booth.
The concert is sponsored by the
Student Programs Board and
Metroplex Productions.
The Boise Gallery of Art has
applications available' " for ' the'
Second Biennial JuriedExhibition
for Idaho Artists which it
sponsors and exhibits from May
16-June 14. The competition is
open to all artists currently
residing in Idaho. Artists should
contact the BGA at 345-8330 for
information.
'The Boise State University
'Faculty Wives 'and Women will
present "An Eventing of Art,
Music, and Wine" Friday, March
6 from 8-10 p.m, at St. Paul's
Catholic Student Center, Boise.
The wine-tasting benefit will
feature entertainment and an art
exhibit, with profits to go to
scholarships for the BSU Music
and Art departments. Tickets are
$5.50 in advance and $6 at the
door.
Jesus Christ Superstar, the rock
opera will run April 22-25, at
Boise High School. Tickets are on
sale at the Boise Allied Arts
Council. Neil Simon's Chapter Two will
beperforrned March 19-20 and,
26~29 at 300 Main Street.Road
Tri
.quadraplegic Vietnam era veter-
ans discuss their feelings about the
war, the nation's response to their
sacrifices, and the current media
attention being given to the 52
American hostages recently re-
turned from Iran.
Channel 4 film cla~sic--
Notorious--Thursday, March 5,
8:30pm,chimneI4-This 1946 film'
classic stars Ingrid Bergman and
Cary Grant.
Thursday, Friday and Saturday
performances will be dinner and
show for $14.50, and Sunday
performances will be shown for
only $5.15.$
The American Festival Ballet
will return to the Boise High
Auditorium March 10 at 8:15
p.m , The Valse Fantasie ,
Nocturne, and Rituals will be
performed. Information: 343-
2782.
Mountain Visions, an audio-
visual show showing the bitter
cold of an Alaskan winter, the
beauty of the Northern Lights,
and the churning whitewater of
the Salmon River will be shown
March 5 at 7:30 p.m. in the BSU
Special Events Center. Ticket
costs are $3 for general admission
and $2 for students.
The Boise Gallery of Art will be
presenting' an exhibition' of
photographic works by Irving
Penn March 7 through AprilS.
Penn is one of the great magazine
photographers and for more than
30 years his works appeared in,the
advertising pages of Vogue and
many other magazines.
The Victorian Comedy Candida
will be performed March 6-19 at
8:15 pm in the BSU Subal
Theatre. The play was written by
George Bernard Shaw and will be
«Continuedto page 10
national, March 26-29, at Brooks
Hall, Civic Ce.nter.
SEA T
Eric Clopton, March 5, at the
, Paramountr:
MaynardFerguson, March 7,at
the Moore Theatre. ' .
, Ronny Milsap, March 8, at the
Paramount.. :
. Ted Nugent. March 9..
The Heaps, Ma~ch 14, at die
Showbox:
:'"Pat Travers. March 18, at the'
Areana. "
. Randy Mizner,.March 19, at the
Paramount: . ' ':
ManhattenTransfer. March 19,
at the Paramount. .: .
':
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Civic-:,udi~orium.·. "," lU()r~gon Symphony OrChestra EmmyLou Harns, March 8, at
Elvl1l BIShop and theLlqUld (Joncert, March 15-17, at the the Opera HO,use. ,,' 'Krypto. Sim,5 or •.,,Powel,.IW.heels
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· ..Neil Simon's Chapter Two will
be presented at 300 Main Street
on March 19-21 & 26-28 and
March 22&29. The play will star
John Eichmann, Janet Summers-
Eskew, Bruce Richardson, & Sibil
Albrethsen. Tickets will be on sale
at 300 Main Street from 2-6 pm
daily and all day Saturday. Gall
345-0300 for information... .
Embroiled in a classic triangle
in the Victorian comedy Candida
playing at Boise State University
March 6-14 are student actors
Scott McBeth, Sarah Barsness in
the title role, and G. Robert
Fields. Curtain time for the play
by George Bernard Shaw is 8:15'
each evenin&." in BSU's Subal
Theatre. '
... Mountaln Visions Wilderness
Concert. An evening of multi-
imase audio-visual shows will be
presented at the Special Events
Center on March 5,at 7:~O p.m,
The wilderness program is being
billed as a "feast for the ears and
eyes" and will aid the Antarctic
Project.
... if you know of a student who
has contributed to making a better
university experience, you can
bring thai student's contribution-
to the attention of the Silver and
Gold Service Award Committee.
The Silver and Gold Awards are
given to recognize students who
give that little bit .extra. The
student can be anyone from a lab
assistant to a lunch line worker. If
you want information about
nominating someone please con-
tact Denny Freeburn at 385-1551,
the Student Activities Office.
Deadline for nominations is
March 12...
... Aileen Kawai, Boise State
University student pianist, will
give a free public recital Thurs-
day, March 12, in the Boise State -
Music Auditorium at 7 p.m, A
student of Madeleine Hsu, Kawai
will play works' by Bach,
Beethoven, Haydn, .Chopin,
Ravel, and Nelhybel. ..
... Campus Archery Club now
forming. Sign .up "at the
intrarnuralsoffice or contact Rick
Uhlenkott at 385-3316. ~ First
meeting at 3:00 p.m. in the
Caribou Room of the Student
Union Building .. :
l'••f
... A children's art show featuring
the work of Boise students from
kindergarten through fourth
grade will be displayed at the
Boise State University Museum of
Art March 9-20. The children's
display, which is free to the
public, will be on view in the
gallery on the first floor of the
Boise State Liberal Arts Building
from 9 a.m.-4:3<lP.m. weekdays ...
Gallery II (2nd floor, liberal
arts building)--Concurrent' with
the Children's Art display will be.
, an exhibition of drawings and
lithographs by BSU students Su
Stingley and Laura Hibbs.
... Boise 'State University ceramic
art students George G1edhill'and
Gary Olson will display their
functional and abstract works at
Fritchman Galleries, Boise, on
March 9-28. The sagar fired
porcelain and asymmetrical hand-
built sculptures will be on view at
802 West Bannock from' 10 a.m,
-5:30 p.m, weekdays and 10 a.m,
to 5 p.m, Saturdays ...
... The Boise State University
Faculty Wives and Women
organi~tion will present "An
Evening of .Art, Music, and
Wine" Friday I March 6, from
8-10 p.m, at ST. Paul's Catholic
Student Center. For info call
385-1230, 385-1771, or 376-
1862...
... Big Band Dance music will be
performed by the BSU jazz Band
under the direction. of .Mike
Sambal .on Friday, March 13,
from 8 p.m. to midnight in the
Boise State SUB Ballroom. The
.dance is sponsored by the Boise
State music department and
tickets are $1.50 per person or $3
per couple. All proceeds will go to
the music department scholarship
fund.t:
... Composer Vaclav Nelhybel will
come to Boise State University as
artisi-in-residence March 15-18.
Nelhybel will conduct seminars
and recitalsand,williead a concert
of ,selected high school music
ensembles from throughout the
Treasure Valley Wednesday
March 18, at 7:30 pm in the BSU
gym ...
pulitzer prize-winner Louis
Simpson toread
., .Puljtzer Prize-winning poet
LouIS Simpson will read from his
works at the Boise Gallery of Art
Thursday, March 5. The program
will begin at 8 p.m. and is free to
the public ...
LowP,ices!!!!
Great BQrgQins!!!!
From 98c -,$2.98
and up
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Shortly after Reagan's election, areport
was prepared by the Heritage Foundation
of Washington ,D.C. for the Reagan
Transition Team. Michael Joyce, who was
at that time the staff director of the
Heritage Foundation report on NEH, later
became a member of the Reagan Transition
Team.
The Heritage Foundation Report is a
peculiar document that rages against
"elitism" and "populism" in the NEH. It
advocates that Atfirmative Action pro'
cedures be dropped in grant.considerations.
Charging that the NEH has created
programs " ... funded out: of a slavish
devotion to lnnovation,": it suggests that
the NEH could do more with less money.
"It will take time," the report says, "to
reverse such undesirable current trends as
.declaring all NEH meetings public." In the
meantime, the place to begin is with
massive budget cuts in all areas. One place
to do this, apparently, is the Division of
Special Programs" which ' is slated for
elimination. A section of this Division to
be extra-specially wiped out is Special
Projects, for, "it is in this area that most of
the' politically motivated funding origi-
nates." Elimination of this program, a
part of which funds oral history projects,
will save 6.9 million dollars in fiscal year
1981, about five cents for every taxpayer.
But in cutting such "popular" programs,
the Heritage Foundation Report says we
can learn a 'valuable, if puzzling, lesson.
"As a true friend of democracy, the NEH
can teach the nation the limits of
egalitarian impulse."
Since the time of the Heritage
Foundation Report, the administration has
proposed that the budget for the NEH be
cut by around 85 million dollars, just about
in half. '
So who will fund projects in oral history?
One of the things the special programs
section of the NEH did was to reach groups
that do not have the benefit of private
endowments. Private endowments depend
on major industry. It is not surprising that
most endowments in the private sector are
granted locally. For most foundations, the
money to fund projects outside the area
simply isn't there. Idaho doesn't support
much major. industry, so .endowment
money is scarce. All the sources .for
funding oral history projects in this state
are drying up.
Maybe the situation will change in a few
years, but who knows? The people who
lived it are past seventy, and their life
histories must be collected now.
In some ways, the citizens of Idaho's
small towns were luc;kierthan we are. They
depended on one another. They didn't
have to deal with the octopal maneuverings
of a bureaucracy hunting forpopularity.
"I think that it is a privilege to grow up
in a small town .. The large world outside
, is usually concentrated in a small town,
and is more easily observed. All the
virtues and vices of the large world blos-
som in a small town with the most superb
intensity ... You can observe all nature
and become acquainted with people from
all walks of life. Cities are too one-sided
and diffuse. The section in which you
live in a city may represent, only one
phase of life or activity.' But a child who
has grown up With open eyes in a little
town has inherited the earth .
--From the.Idaho Oral History Collection
"
documentation. It is, human' experience.
The lives of ordinary people can be better
barometers of a time than the lives of the
great, because their experiences'. are not
distorted by fame. . .
Madeline Buckendorf, the director of the
Idaho Oral History Center, believes that
oral hlstorvserves another vital function.
"One of the' major problems with history
is that people can't relate it to themselves,"
she. said. "Oral history can close the gap
that p'eople feel between themselves and the
past." '.
The Idaho Oral History Center, working
with a staff of four employees and one
volunteer, is cataloguing- a collection of
about seven hundred taped interviews from
around the srate.. The collection should be
available for public' use after. November
1981. When finished it will be not only a
valuable source for research, but will
indicate where' interviews still need to he
conducted in Idaho.
Advice and handouts are available at the
Oral History Center, 210 North Main,
Boise, to anyone who is interested in oral
history. Buckendorf and Stacy Erickson,
who is working on a project entitled "The
Idaho Small Town Experience: 1910 to
1925," want to encourage B.S.U. student
involvem~nt. Student internships in oral
history can be arranged. A class was
offered at B.S.U. this semester, and
another is planned for the future.
Buckendorf and Erickson believe that oral .
history is a· good ' way for people to
participate in primary historical research.
Learning to conduct lucid interviews and
to preserve reminiscences of the past is also
a good way, particularly in Idaho, to
comprehend the pull that was exerted by
the frontier.
A lot of people came here because
conditions back East were not conducive
to the type of living they preferred, and
they would hear the advertising and the
news and the reports from California and
Idaho and Oregon. There was a place to
go; it was the Mecca, you see, of a
wonderful future.
-From the Idaho Oral History Collection
Of the dreams that drew Easterners to
Idaho, some would be realized and some
would be broken; the places were they were
lived are part of our history. For many
historic sites, oral history is one of the only
sources of information. Documented
records may be lost or simply nonexistent.
Without authoritative interviews, relics of
the past could be smothered under freeways
or condominiums. Oral history is
important to historic site surveys, and
interviews have to be done soon. MostOf
the people who helped mold small towns in ..
Idaho are eighty or ninety. 'In ten years it
could be too late.
We should recognize that every person is
an irreplaceable link to the past, whether or
notthey are "movers and shakers." How
can we underrate the value of human
experience? The old, through their
life-histories, can help us put our own
experiences into perspective. Much of the
time, especially these days, old people are
relegated to uselessness. Oral history
interviews can let them see that we value
their experience,. and show them that their
lives have meaning to us.
... When the river's high, you couldn't
cross. You didn't get any mail or
anything. And if you needed a doctor, or
if you had an emergency, why, you're
stuck there and that's all there is to it;
--From the Idaho Oral HisloryCollection
Idaho oral history isn't just a chronicle
of survival. When things were more
settled, people wanted some of the
amenities of civilization. The difference
between a frontier camp and a town was the
establishment of .&!=hools and "Iibrarles.
Then, as now, there was opposition to the
taxes that were needed to fund cultural .
projects. A few key citizens usually pushed
for civic improvement and pulled the rest of
the COIIUliuiiity"intu·th=' t'!.,\'e.'!tieth r~ntury ...\....
by the nose. ' Taxes were collected and .
. spent,' in. spite. of them~s?f.~uffering
pllotos.y'·Greg lalla
-From tire Idaho Oral History Collection
Whatever the quality of their past, most
communities see the value of local history
and want to preserve it. Many of them are
interested in starting programs of oral .
history, but few have a network to organize
their collections into a workable form.
CatalQguing tends to be fragmentary and
incomplete" and that creates a demand for
programs like the Idaho . Oral History
Center, statewide efforts to catalog and
conduct professional interviews. Unfor-
tunately, most interested communities are
unaware of how such programs are funded.
Some oral history programs are funded
in part by private endowments, but the bulk
of funding originates in federal grants.
Grants come mostly from the BLM arid
Forest Service, who contract local and
regional site history surveys on federal land
through ' the , Heritage Resources and
Conservation Service. Oral histories are
often the only way to get information on
historic sites. '
Money also comes from the National
Endowment for the Humanities and the
National Endowment 'for the Arts.
There lies the problem.
. On February nineteenth, James Watt,
President Reagan's Secretary of the
Interior, proposed that the- Heritage
Resources and ConservationSetVice be
dismantled under Reagan's budget-cutting
proposal. One of thesmalf programs
flattened under this steam-roltCrwouldbe
grants funding historic site survey on
federal land, including the oral histories
collected to investigate historic sites.
'~-;.~A':-'iii~i~---·-i_ntc~=~n;;.:.:.f~::-: !.~S'itc(." th~
lIlational El1dowment ofthe Humanities.'
conservatives. Interviews have been
conducted, with some of the prodders
responsible for civic change, and the pride
they take in their accomplishments is still
evident.
Maybe if we were exposed to the
struggles that ordinary men and women
went through just to build schools and
create libraries, we wouldn't be as casual
when we talk about closing public libraries;
or as. casual about cuts in education.
Books and schools meant something to our
grandparents. They were bulwarks of a
civilization fighting barbarism. It is a
theme repeated over and over again in
interviews from all over the state. Some
things, .it seems, are more important than
saving a few dollars in taxes. . .
Most towns in Idaho were pretty wel1
settled by the turn of the century. Politics
tended to be conservative, but in the
exuberance of the populist movements of
the early twentieth century, more extreme
.points of view sometimes emerged. At least
one Idaho town elected a majority of
Socialists to public office after 1910,
. something that people would probably just
as soon forget. .
While the behemoths of the budget are
battling it out, .small cultural programs get
lost in the shuffle. There wil1'probably be
nothing in the news when oral history
projects around the countrystarr to fold.
Nobody's going to ask why we want to
spend enough on rocket racetracks in the
. Nevada desert to fund oral history projects '
for ten thousand years; Cultural projects
will certainly be cut so the military can be
provided with the latest in lethal
parap!Jernalia and blooping gadgets .. But
someday, someone is going to look back at
us from aquieter time, and say that we sold
.our heri~lte to the Pentagon ..----~---e-----------"U
.. , We did have, oh, 1guess you could
call it a literary society. We'd get
. together and discuss different things. L,
remember we had an organized Socialist
party here' too, . I wa~ a red card member'
myself, (Laughs) Through this Socialist
party We had discussiongroups,and of
course, they didn't last too long. . We
tried to meet In Mr.--;;"s store • and he
wouldn'llelllS in, he figuret;Iwe waS too
doggon~' radical. .1'0 hecK- with them
radical. guys;'';'
"
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TOWN
.Continued/rom page 7
directed by R,E, Erickson.
Admission is $3.50" general
admission and $1.50 for students
and senior citizens.
The Montana Repertory
Theatre will 'present Arms and the
Man on March II at 8 p.rn., and
The Lion' in Winter: on March 12
at 8 p.m.' in ,the Special Events
Center: Tickets for'. the produc-
tions may be 'reserved by
telephoning 385~1l08, General
admission for both performances
'is $8,senior citizen, tickets $7, and
'admission for students and BSU
personnel is $6.. Tickets for
seperate performances' will be
$4.50,$4, and $3.50.
.~~(}UITA.I~S
I., ' .", ,,'''' I
;.\ f~IEND
YAMAHA
-GUITARS
STEEL &. NYLON
STRING MODELS
25°~oOFF
WEDNESDAY.SATURDAY
MARCH 4·7
LESSONS: Guitar, Banjo. Mandolin;
Pedal Steel Guitar, Bass Guitar, Fiddle,
Dulcimer, Hammered Dulcimer,
Concertina '
Two BSU students will 'display
their ceramic art at the Fritchman
Galleries March 9-28. George
Gledhill; Boise; and' Gary Olson,
Eagle, will display functional as
well as abstract .pottery, in their
"Work in Progress" show.
Visit Our New Shop"
10-6 Mon.-Sat. . '"
Belgravia in Old Boise
485 Main St. Boise, Idaho
342-6282
.....theages of '
the Infancy and of
the childhood of the
human race are
past; the convul-
slons associated
with the present
stage of Its adoles-
cence. are' slowly
and painfully pre-
paring It to attain
the stage of adult-
hood.,;"
-Shoghl EffendI.
Are there solu-
dons to the world's
probleroll Come
find out what the
Baha I Faith h .. to
offer. Informal Dis-
cusslol'l Meetlnll Fri-
day; 8,00 p.m.,
,.S.U.B.
u=====:::======~====~
Bud .
Humphrey
~1iIilJIIIII" MMANNE 4°378 OVETIME~D.
"This one has everything: sex, violence, comedy,
thrills, tenderness. Laugh with it, scream' at it,
think about it. You may leave the theatre in an
altered state." '-Richard Corlis~, Time
,HELD OVER!
'One'of'fhe vearJs 10besf~
, -Time' '
.FREE
March 5 'Thursday
7:30 to 10:30 ,
BSU SUB ·LOOKOUT
. (. ~ .
10¢coffee bYLi]
,~g ',SI D ~ "'''''':' '.. ', ...._~II Saga
JSSo1297 • ,
,
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BSU DOES SHAW M.R.T.DOES SHAW
George Bernard Shaw's comic character
drama Candida will be the first production
of the BSU spring theatre season.
A domestic play which comically reveals
the turmoil beneath the respectable
manners and values of everyday life in late
Victorian England. Candida is based on the
age old love triangle theme.
The threesome embroiled in the plot are a
middleJaged Christian Socialist parson
played by G. Robert Fields, a young poet.
Scott McBeth. and the attractive. intelligent
Candida. Sarah Barsness.
Candida's director Robert Erickson calls
the 1890 vintage comedy "one of George
Bernard Shaw'sbest plays." Erickson said
This week the reviewers saw The
Competition at the Mann Theater. Free-
spirit Anthony Burt flaked-out and refused
to go, but he should be back next week
when the reviewers will do their cinema
thing to Raging Bull.
KARL KNAPP (*VI)
She may not look good in direct
sunlight, her skin may be a little splotchy
and she really can't' play the piano. but
Amy Irving is spectacular when it comes to
pursing her lips. Let me tell you, it takes
years to develop the art of lip-purging.
Amy should have played the tuba. but we
learn that before she mastered Prokofiev.
she was a cellist. But by some strange twist
of fate. she became a classical pianist and.
in turn. stumbled into her movie lover-to-
Qe, Richard Dufus. Richard. as 'you may
remember. starred in Goodbye Girls of the
Third Kind, a flick about a struggling
'off-Broadway actor who encounters aliens
on the roof of his Marihattan apartment
building while sipping champagne with Neil-
Simon's wife. In The Competition,
however, these young piano virtuosos
experience no such fantasy. Being a concert
pianist requires unfaltering devotion to
one's. work. rigid .discipline and an
indomitable .will. It is no surprise. then.
when Richard behaves in such a detestable
manner to Amy. But in this highly
implausible love story, there is not really
too much that issurprising,save for the
music-I still haven't figured out how they
pulled off those concert·scenes.
DON BARCLAY (l~'J~~) ,
What we have with. The Competition .is
nota movie, but a series of .television
commercials. We have a . nice .United.
Airlines. commercial; 5e";::i:llT~yata
commercials •. and a commercial for the
hotel thatthe crew stayed in. The love story
that goes al()ng \\'ith ,the film is jUst as
that he was quite pleased with the "strong
cast" and that "it will be a memorable
production.' '
Other actors appearing in Candida
include Mac Guiman as Candida's father,
Julie Munt as the secretary, and Mark
Keenan as Alexy.
The production will open each evening,
March 6-14. at 8:15 p.m. in theBSU Subal
'Theatre. Ticket reservations may be made
.beginning March 2 by calling the theatre
.box office at 385-1462 between 3-6p.m.
weekdays.
General admission is $3.50 with senior
citizens and students with activity cards and
,BSU personnel admitted for $1.50.
The Montana Repertory Theatre will
present two well-known plays at Boise State
University March 11 and 12.
"Arms and the Man" by George Bernard
Shaw, a satire of romantic attitudes toward
love and war; will be staged Wednesday,
March II.
"The Lion in Winter" by James
Goldman, a historic drama of the struggle
between King Henry Il of England, his
queen, Eleanor of Aquitaine, and their
three sons over the succession to the throne
will play'Thursday, March 12.
Both productions, sponsored by the
Boise 'State Student Programs Board, will
begin at 8p.m. in the Special Events Center.
The Montana Repertory Theatre is a
professional company based at the
University of Montana, Missoula. The
troupe of fifteen includes eight actors, five
technicians, stage and company managers.
The actors are professionals selected from
over two hundred applicants who audi-
tioned .in Los Angeles. Seattle, and New
York. .
In its fourth season of touring
throughout the Rocky Mountain and
Pacific northwest regions, the troupe is
supported partly by grants from .the
Montana Arts Foundation, Champion
International Corporation, and the Univer-
sity of Montana ..
Tickets for the productions may be
reserved by telephoning 385-1108. General
admission for both performances is $8,
.with senior citizen tickets $7, and admission
for students arid BSU personnel $6. Tickets
for the separate performances will be $4.50.
$4, and $3.50
BALLET RETURNS
When the American Festival Ballet
returns to Boise High Auditorium on
Tuesday, March IOth, 8: 15 p.m., it will be
the final production of the season
sponsored by the Boise Allied Arts Council.
This closing performance is a salute to two
great artists, George Balanchine, a genius
of 20th Century dance and Frederic
Chopin. a genius of 19th Century music ..
"Valse Fantasie," performed to music
by Glinka, is an original ballet choreo-
graphed by George Balanchine for, the New
York City Ballet and is being reproduced
for Idaho audiences with special permis-
commercial as the rest of the film and
about as rewarding to watch. The only
good thing about the film is that it really
looks likethe actors are playing the pianos;
although I was un«;onvinced that anyone in
that movie was real in any other way. The
movie also managed to hit a new low in
music movies in. that it borrowed a
stereotype from the Army movie genre by
including a worn out mix of ethnic types for
contestants. Boring,. boring, boring, and
embarassing for all but the most diehard
romantic fool.
MARIANNE FLAGG ("It)
.It gets a bit redundant to continually say
this movie could be a lot better than it is.
But The Competition could have been a lot
betterthan it really is. The producers wisely Fast Paced. Lively, Happy, all of these
chose an inventive top}c--competition terms definitely apply. to Ska music
. between classical pianists--and promptly originally from Jamaica and later toned
sabotaged it with faulty. slow-paced down into Keggae with the influence of the
direction and a time-eating subplot which ,Rastafarians, Ska has found a new home in
serves only to divert attention trom the Britain. The youth of England have made
center of themovie--a relationship full of Ska more than a simple craze or fadl Ska
holes. ' is a very serious, but happy. music form
Dreyfuss and Irving do the best they can that allows total release of one's emotions.
with a script which forces them into an Dance Craze is the sound track for the
unlikely situation. It is highly improbable movie of the same name. Alive album. this
that the two--supposedly devoted to their disc contains the music of Blid Mann~rs.
careers~-would throwaway the best The EnRUsh Beat. The Body Snatchers.
opportunity their careers ever had on a Madness, the Selector, & the Specials.
relationship which is not working out and Dance croze, is also' a .very acurate
shows no indication that it will workout. cronicle of SKA in concert. AU of the cuts
.Lee Remick manages to give a diva-like are outstanding on this Disc and, if listened'
performance amidst laughable lines. to. it will become infectious. Maybe that's
That is the truly frustrating thing about . because 110 one will be able to resist the
this movie--it is loaded with high-powered heavy beat" excellent horns & superb
talent which never really gets a chance to vocals. . .
bust out. The fault must lie in the direction, More by The Specials is their second
wandering plot, .'and dialogue that needs a album. The. Specials perform Ska ..with. .
lot of tjghtening,~ . .' such flair & precision that'they maybe the
pr~=:,;o~~i:~~t~~~ri~o::t~Is:;r~~~~ .\:.g;~.'.Pets".:~.'~.Y.~h..ra:~.:~~~.:re~ie~k~:~~~
are delU1:M()zart. Prokofiev..... . ' . . record. guest. performers; 'KixTb.ompSon
sion.
The life and work of Chopin are the
subject of "Nocturne," a new ballet by
Elizabeth Rowe-Wistrich, choreographer
of the American Festival Ballet Co. The
inspiration for "Nocturne" is the music of
Chopin's first and second piano concertos.
A third short ballet, "Rituals.'."
performed to music by Bartok' will
complete the evening of fine ballet.
Tickets are $3.50, $5.00 & $6.00 each.
All seats are reserved by number. For box
office locations call "Dial-the-Arts,"
343~ART2 (343-2782).
from Madness.' Paul Heskatt fronr
Swinging Cats. Rhoda Dakar from The
Body Snatchers. and Belinda; Charlotte &.
Jane of The Go-Gos. With this much
talent, how can this album fail? More is
receiving heavy airplay in all major U,S.
cities including Boise.
Standouts on this disc are "Enjoy
Yourself" (both versions). "Rat Race" ,
"Hev Little Rich Girl" and "Stereot~."
This •Album is definitely one to add to
your collection i(you enjoy dance music.
Celebrate the Bullet is the second album
for Selector. This isSka with more than
just a-hint of Reggae. .. .'
This album is the best of two worlds •
featuring Ska with the slowed down beat
that begat Reggae. ,
Standouts on this one are "Celebrate the
Bullet", "(Who likes) Facing Situations", ,
"Bombscare" & "Bristol':and Miam.'
If you already have. a taste for Reggae
this album. can introduce you to Ska very
easily! Try it you may find that you like it.
, .• ," 1
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Boise Motherlode is recruiting
Players.· ,
No Experience Necessary Takes all sizes, shapes
and skills
.Continued from page 3
she was able to convince large
numbers of women and men that
"this was going to be a
devastating force that ould erase
some of the moral v es we
cherish in our society" an hat
"she has done a professional Job
in doing this" by using "scare
tactics" by playing upon such
emotional issues as abortion and
homosexuality.
Bayh said that despite the sex
neutral laws that are designed to
protect people against sex discri-
mination to court, many women
cannot afford lengthy and
complicated court proceedings
and consequently don't opt for .
court action. He added, "One of
the many ironies is that some of
the worse perpetrators of sex
discrimination are found in the
administration of . the federal
government. "
Bayh .made his case for the
ERA primarily on the basis of the
disparity of women's wages in the
work force.
"National averages show that a
woman earns 59 cents for every
dollar that a man makes," he
said ..
According to Bayh, 50 percent
of American women are already
working without the ERA out of
economic. necessity. Another
reason for women working,'
according to Bayh, is that there is
a basic urge to seek a "sense of
fulfillment" outside ofthe home.
"Don't let anybody tell you
that the ERA is going to make
mothers leave their husbands and
their children, because they're
working out there now ... the
times demand that they work to
support their family and because
many people want to have that
sense of ful fillment that goes
beyond that sacred duty of being a
mother and housewife.'.'
Bayh reiterated why h~ feels.
there is a need for the ERA:
"The most pertinent and
significant reason that we ~eed t.he
ERA is because of the disparity
that still exists. The basic,
fundamental right of our society
is to go out there and through
your ingenuity, your skill, your
sweat, your own sacrifice, make a
little niche for yourself, your
family, and those who come after
you."
Student ,
Discounts, Available
impotts inc.
1576GROVE .
ON THE CORNER OF 16TH & GROVE
HOURS 8 AM TO 5:30 MON-FRI 8:30 AM
TILL NOON SATURDAY
Prurtire Ilf'l!i/ll1o F.4IRMO,W }U;WJIl. '111(;11~\.-t42121 Cole (on the football
Field in back I
Saturday Murch ithot ~t 10um
. l'/H'II S31-0158Tuesday & TliuJ"llduyut 6pm
or more information cull evenings 336.5196/345-3469
I.IBERAL ARTS MAJORSI
Start Thinking About
.Your Future Now•••
A'.;'280. . . . . • • • • • • • jJ,
Bean
S1.39
SUPER BURRITO
Beefy Combination
51.69 51.89
Sophomores, JUII\lors·and. Seniors
Wanted for Avlailon Traanlng. Salary over
$30,OOOafter four years.
Juniors and SellIiors wanted for
Management positions. Any Maior considered.
post-graduate education and many benefits
available. DON'T WAI'"
Mr. O'''emeyer
Collect (208}334-1495 Boise.
Including: SourCream.onions.
ripe black olives. tomatoes, lettuce,
cheese and sauce,
.Continuedfrom page 3
going to .Avignon meet first ill
Paris and spend four days touring
the city. After. they arrive in
Avignon, they make frequent side
trips to other places, including
Carpentiers, Chateauneuf-du-
Pape, Nice, and Fountain de
Vaucluse.
While staying in Cologne,
London, or Avignon, students are
sheltered as "paying. guests" in
private homes. This gives them an
opportunity to experience a cul-
ture directly, without the dis-
torting influence of a hotel or a
dormitory--full of American stu-
dents. It-also gives them a chance
to hone their skills in a foreign
language by encouraging intensive
daily use. . ,
Interested students should call
(~···.•••.•$16-4992.] ~~)~i~tfi~:~~
Ul-.·.. --iiiiiii~~;l.. ~~i-\.' ~iiiii·iiiiii52iiiiiOiiii7~Jrviiiiii·.···iiiiiii n~~·iiiiiiiiiii""iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiU II~~";'~.'''~~If '11
2 convenient locatiOns to serve you:
1323 Broadway Ave.
2870 W. State SI.
Centad:
. . . . . . . . ,'.
Dear Reader: Perhaps you have noticed our ads in The Statesman
during recent months offering Specials of various kinds: $50 off the
cost of painting compact cars, $100 off our best paint service, free
Congressiona,ipaint job with $100 of bodywork, etc. The current
economic recession is presenting a difficult period for the automobile
repair business just as it is for most businesses, and until normal
buying activity resumes it is becoming more and more difficult to
make ends meet. So you see the different "Specials." It is our opinion
that to remain active in our work during this slack period without
making a normal profit is a better plan than simply maintaining prices
and watching volume decline. Without adequate volume employees
must be laid off, thenlater replaced as normal business begins to return. But finding - and training - the
right people again can take a painful amount of time. For this reason we continue to offer discounted
prices on our services and plan to hold these levels at least through the month of March. On the 1st of
April, with the end of winter, we expect business to begin picking up again - slowly, and we'll resume our '
normal price structure at that point. Until then we encourage you to take advantage of some of the
following price reductions depending on the needs of your car:
S'TUDY
ABROAD
SERVICE
Supreme Paint Service.
Presidental Paint Service
Ambassador Paint Service
Pick-Up Truck
Small Van
BodyWork
Color Change (2-door)
Vinyl Top Recondition
Two-Tone Paint Service
NORMAL PRICE
$299.95
·199.95
149.95
225.00
250.00
$18/hr
65.00
45.00
55.00
TO APRIL 1, 1981
$1~9.95
-149.95
149.95
175.00
200.00
$14/hr
40.00
30.00
40.00
DISCOUNT
, $100.00
50.00
None
50.00
50.00
$4/hr
25.00
15.00
15.00
These are samples of the reductions we're making for the' next month. We will, however, discount ai" of
our work to some degree: horse trailers, vans, custom work, etc. Our goal is to stay active, pay the
overhead, and be better prepared when normal business resumes. By offering these savings to you now
we will save too, by maintaining our status quo until the recession runs its course.
TOP FtOORTRICKS
Currently ranked number one in the
nation in Division II, Boise State will host
its final meet of the 1981 season on
Saturday: March t, at 1:00 pm. The
Broncos, 12-5-10n the season, will take on
an outstanding Utah State Aggie team,
ranked 9th nationally in Division I, and
Seattle-Pacific University. The meet will be
held in the ssu gymnasium and admisssion
is $2 for adults and $1 for students. BSU
students enter free.
"This will be a good meet for us,
especially since we head for the regional
championships soon. We should score high
because of the level of competition we Will
be facing," said BSU coach Jackie
Carringer.
"Practices have been going well for us
this week. Both Mary Howard and Kelly
Parker have been strong in workouts and
had two fine m~ts rin,our recent Montana
trip," added Carringer. Parker and
Howard are the number . one and two
all-arounders for Boise State.
. This will be the second meeting between
Boise State and Utah State. In January in
Logan, the Aggies outscored the Broncos
139.05 to \32.40. The highlight of this meet
for BSU was its victory over USU on the
beam. The Broncos outscored the Aggies
32.95 to 32.85. BSU's'Cecily Corder had he
finest all-around performance of the season
placing second in the meet with 33.5.
The AA competition was won by
sophomore Wanita Lynch, with 36.45.
Lynch is from Perth, West Australia, where'
she is the current national all-around
champion. She has consistently been the
Aggies top scorer and is ranked fourth in
the nation in all-around scoring.
TRACK AT HOME
weekend when they finished in last place at
the Big Sky Conference track and field
The Bronco tracksters will have a chance meet in the Idaho State Minidome.
to run on their own turf this weekend when Unhtersity of Nevada-Reno upset
they open the 1981 outdoor season with the favored Northern Arizona to captureasu AU-Comers meet Saturday at II a.m.' conference honors while dark horse ISU
in Bronco Stadium. beat out University of Idaho for second
Open to comp~titors from high schools, place.
junior colleges and colleges throughout the A few outstanding performances by the
Northwest, the meet is an unscared' Broncos somewhat redeemed their overall
warmup for the outdoor track season, dismal showing.
according to Head Track Coach Ed Camerud broke his .old mark of 48.5 in
Jacoby. the 400 meter run, winning in 48.02, to post
"We are looking to establish several new a new school and Big Sky indoor record in
school outdoor I'ecordsin'this meet as a the event. The Bronco sprinter missed
tune-up for our next meet which will be qualifying for the NCAA indoor cham-
tough triangular meet with Oregon State pionships by two-tenths of a second.
and Idaho State." Camerud also helped trip some time off
Neff expects the meet to be a testing school records in the distance medley and
ground for his team. 1600 meter 'relay. He joined Dave
He said, "We are going to spread some Bradburn, Tom Rothenberger and Howard
of our athletes out and try them in a variety Conley to place fourth in the medley,
of events, hoping to fill in some of the holes setting a school record with a 10:04.67
we have rightnow." time, then ran a leg in the 1600 meterrelay
Neff hazarded a few predictions. calling team of Camerud, Bradburn, Randy Mayo
for record-breaking performances by Kathy and Gary Little that shaved four-tenths off
Kenworthy in the 3000 l!1eter ru~ an~ mile the old B~~ mark with.a 3:!7.41 clocking.
.relay and Kim Carroll In the high Jump. In ~ddltlon to runmng~n the re~ord-
Carroll recently set a new indoor record breaking 1600 meter relay, Little also ticked
when she vaulted a 5'8" bar. off an individual record in the 500 meter
Kenrick Camerud will probably highlight run with a 1:05.71 time that placed him
the men's, squad with a strong run in his 400 sixth i.n the event:
meter specialty as he holds the Big Sky Weightman Yair Mackler tossed a school
Conference indoor record. The distance record in the shotput with a 56'51/4" throw,
medley and 1600 meter team may also make good for fourth place honors. Mackler,
a good showing. 'national shotput champ in Israel, also set
The Bronco men trailed the pack last an Israeli national record at the meet.
DANA MARCELLUS
NEXT YEAR BEGINS'NOW
understood in his quest through junior
colleges and big city high schools for
suitable fill-ins.
The shooting guard spot could also be a
depth problem, though another redshirt,
Vince Hinchen, frosh Ron Schimbke, or,
Rick Lope could come up in the ranks. At
the point, freshman Kevin Ross has done a
yeoman's job, and Willie Davis ~ppears to
be groomed as a main sub.
"With the loss of Larry, Rodger and
Scot we have got to find people who can
come right in and play ball," said Leach,
and circumstances promise a much earlier
recruiting year than last. When Leach
started as head basketball coach, national
letter of intent day had already passed.
This year, Leach andassistanls Prescott
Smith and Mike Conklin are already well
into their recruiting year; and thts should
result in fruitful letters ofiritent come April
8. '
BUp HUMPHREY,
As it is at the end of every disappointed
basketball team's season, "wait till next
year" is finally official at BSU.
At season's end, the :Broncos made sure,
at Northern Arizona's expense, that a 4-10
Big Sky Conference mark was' not a
last-place showing. The oftencfrustrated
Broncs got a passing offense to coordinate
with a stingy floor defense and shoved the
Lumberjacks aside last Saturday, 92-78.
Center Larry McKinney, as he always did
when the Bronco passing offense got going,
finished with an awesome point total: 30,
for the third time in. the last six games.
McKinney's a senior, though, and so are
the team's shooting -guards, Scot Ludwig
and Rodger Bates. However, one
surprising bright spot is 6-6 sophomore
Derek Anderson,' who scored in double
figures each of his last eight games, from a
variety of positions. . "
Next year's seniors include Eric Bailey, a
forward 'who brings exciting moves, an
always-threatening 15-foot shot - and -a
, deadly outlet pass to the Bronco attack.
John Van Uden, a hefty 6-8 forward-
center, saw little playing time, but will add
to next-year's forward weight,
Underclassmen who will also contribute
at forward: Soph." Randy Brown,alc;mg
with Anderson, oneofthe last Bus Connor
recruits, and Neftali Reyes, a ,6-7 forward
who started a good deal of the season.
Considering Rawn Hayes" a . 6-9
center-forward, is' coming uut~f h!s
redshii1 year, but no, other real, weight
comes to BSU, coach Dave Leacbcanbe
EIGHTH BvADES 'BSU
DON RETHWISCH
Knutson, who was upset in two matches
and did not place. Head Coach Mike
Young commented, "Any little thing, a pin,
or decision could have brought us over the
top."
The individual winners will now advance
to the NCAA Championships March 12-14
at Princeton, New Jersey.
What will the 1981-82 wrestling season
have in store for Bronco fans? Young looks
ahead optimistically with good reason.
, The only member of the team he will lose
to graduation will be Bill Braseth. Braseth's
weight class will easily be filled by two-time
conference champion Kevin Wood, who.
wasred-shirted early in the season.
Also returning will be another two-time
conference champ in the ranks of Scott
Barrett. who also was red-shirred this
season.
Young stated, "I'm looking for a much
stronger team (next season). We pretty
much had a young team this year which
picked up a lot of experience."
With the experience and seven con-
ference champions returning to, in the
words of Young, "an excellent-run
program", the Broncos should make their
mark in the Big Sky next year. .
With four conference champions, one
of whom was voted most outstanding
wrestler of the tournament, the Boise State
Bronco wrestling squad still came up a.
point and a half short of winning their
ighth consecutive conference title last
weekend in Flagstaff, Arizona.
Weber State College won their first team
championship, held previously only by
Boise State, Idaho State, and Montana
State.
Boise State was led by individual
champions James Williams, Homer Lord,
Bill Braseth, and Harold Wittman.
Williams was voted most outstanding
wrestler of the tournament by the Big Sky
coaches.
- Braseth became only the seventh wrestler
in Big Sky history to win three consecutive
conference championships in his 177 lb.
weight Class.
Also placing high were Broncos' Dan
Bicandi, Al Siggers, and John Bauman,
who all brought home third place trophies,
and Joe Fuson whoplaced fourth at 126
lbs.
One surprise .was top-seeded Wes
WOMEN FINISH HERE
are to make a decent showing against WSU.
The Cougars whomped a slow-starting,
cold-shooting BSU team earlier this season
84-70 and can be expected to playa strong
game.
Jeanne Eggart, Cougar guard, likes to
psyche out her competition and her average
of 22.7 points per game, second in the
league, may do the job, Eggart managed 31
points and shot 50 percent from the field
'the first time she faced the Broncos,
statistics that .might scare even a stronger
team than BSU.
Karen Browne and Cassandra Overby
share Cougar rebounding honors, jumping
to the boards for 8.6 and 7.8 per game,
respectively.
Thorngren admits Washington State
fields a tough team but still confidently
approaches the game.
She said, "WSU had an excellent
shooting game in our first meeting. We
'need to play strong defensively and, keep
their shooting percentage down."
Although neither team was expected to
make an outstanding showing, both
Portland State and Western Washington
walked all over the Broncos last weekend.
PSU took the Friday game 62-56 and
WWU followed Saturday with a 61-48
victory.
Team leader Karla Meier dropped 29
points through tbe hoop over the weekend,
as usual scoring the team high. Connie
Sandi and and Cheron Moyle turned in
two-day point totals of 16 and 14,
respectively. ' ,
Meier also topped the weekend rebound-
ing charts with 22 although Karen Scriver's
season high effort of 14 rebounds against
Western Washington pulled her total to a
very respectable 21.
DANA MARCELLUS
Blowing two weekend games to stretch
their losing streak to ten games, the BSU
women's basketball team faces their last
chance to redeem. themselves this weekend
when they host the Eastern Washington
Eagles Friday and Washington State
Cougars Saturday in the season finale.
Both games start at 8 p.m. in the Bronco
,Gym. " '
Standing as tall as they can with a 6-19
overall and 1-9 conference record, the
Broncos may still not be equal to the task of
defeating their Washington foes.
EWU carries an 11-16 season record and
stands 4-7 in conference, tying with a 12-14
overall and 4-7 league Washington State
team for third place in the Mountain
Division of the Northwest Basketball
League. Both teams face a must-win
situation this weekend if they are to hope
for a regional play-off berth.
The Eagles squeaked by BSU in their first
meeting of the season 73-71, mainly on the
merits of Teresa Willard's' scoring ability,
and rebounding flurries by Maria Loos.
Willard, a {j'l" sophomore forward, tops
her team with a 12.3 scoring average while
Loos pu11sdown 11.6 rebounds per game.
highest in the NWBL
"It was tight to the end," Coach Connie
Thorngren said of the first clash between
the Broncos and Eagles.
"They have been an tlp-and-down team
all season but with a possible playoff berth
at stake, we are expecting a very strong
game," she added. "We have had
problems all season with the first game of
the weekend, so we hope to .start off
tough." , ",
The Broncos had better stay tough if they
MENDIOLA NAMED'
STUDENT. INFO DIRECTOR
Dave Mendiola, 23, has been named University in May of 1980 with a Bachelor
Sports Information Director in the Boise of Arts degree in Commuriication. During
State University men's athletic program, the 1978-79 and 1979-80 academic years, he
effective immediately. Athletic Director was a student intern in the" sports
Lyle Smith made the announcement today. information office under the supervision of
Mendiola replaces former SID Bob Rosenthal; He also worked as a part-time
Rosenthal who accepted a position as an sports writer with the Idaho Statesman for
account executive. with KBOI Radio in four months in 1980. Prior to that he was
Boise. The appointment is pending State the assistant news director for KBSU Radio
Board of Education approval. . ' on the BSU campus. He was also a member
As sports information, director, of the BSU 'golf team in 1976.
Mendiola will handle, all media related Mendiola is a native of Winnemucca,
work,includingproductlon of press guides,NV. He graduated from Albert M. Lowry
news releases, game statistic crews, and High School in 1975, where he was a
st~t,istical i~form8:t~on. .',' three-sport athlete. He was a first team
Dave IS familiar With ~>ur coaches" Nevada State Journal "AA" all-state
at~letes and programs. He has worked well football selection at offensive guard as a
With Bob ~Rosenthal) and w~ ar~ confident senior and a second team defensive tackle
that h~ Will do .an o~tstand~~g ~ob as o~r that same y~ar. He was also a member of
sports'mformatlon dlr~tor, swd AthletIC Lowr)" HighSchool's three time "AA"
,. "N._"r TvI..Smith " ' " h . . If ' f ''1,; ..,u. -,'-~:~'~' '-,-C·.··, ' .state c amDlonshlP go team rom
. Mendiolagraduatedfl'om "Boise' State 1973-7.5. -. '
\WITH ALL RESPECT MEN AIM FOR Top 3
NETTERSAWAIT-1ST BATTLE
KARL KNAPP
With only one senior on the
.team in 1981, tennis coach Bus
Connor's main goal is to get as
much experience as possible and
to finish in the top three in the Big
Sky Conference championships.
_In order to get the needed
experience, Connor tripled the
existing tennis schedule to _ac-
comodate his young players with
an opportunity to learn. After a
dismal showing in last years BSC
championships, the Broncos are
out to change the direction of the
program.
The Broncos have their
toughest schedule ever in 1981.
BSU wil\ make a sweep through'
California before the Reno
tourney, to meet Santa Clara,
West Valley and St. Mary's
For all practical purposes, the-winter sports season came to a close
on February 28 at Boise State University. Flagstaff, Arizona isn't the
greatest place in the world, but you have to end your season
somewhere. It's better than Pocatello, I guess, but no matter where
you do it, losing is not fun. -
Although Bronco wrestling coach Mikc Young will send four
conference champions off to the NCAA tournament later this month,
he will probably not do it with the same zeal and excitement that may
have characterized his behavior in the aftermath of accumulattns each
of his seven consecutive Big Sky championships.
Certainly Young will wish his boys the best of luck. They may do
well, they may place high, and if the NCAA championships are the
yardstick by which success is really measured in intercollegiate
athletics, then Boise State could potentially experience their best
season ever.
Nevertheless, Young and his wrestlers have not been afforded the
title that they wanted so desperately. Young's stranglehold on the
BSC title has, for the time being, been put to rest. Losing the title by-
I Vz points isn't exactly comforting either, but regardless, a loss is a
loss in wrestling, whether you finish second or eighth.
Meanwhile, Boise State was romping over Northern Arizona in the
BSC basketball season finale for bothtcaltlS. Not to dismay hcre
however, as the Broncos 92-78 victory over the Lumberjacks granted
Boise State the respectability that they have so yearned for this season.
It has not been easy for-Dave Leach nor his team this year, to say
the least. A 7-20 season will not get a team into the playoffs, but a
little respectability can go a long way. In their dominating effort over
NAU, the Broncos were clearly not the same team that "stunk up the
place" when they played Portland State in Portland in December.
But humility, perseverance and patience are all respectable
qualities. Some coaches have it, some don't. Leach, I think,
definitely has it. When staying out of the Big Sky cellar becomes a
major objective it is somewhat difficult to look at· one's situation
without a great deal of pessimism and dismay.
'Perhaps Leach felt this way 1lS the Broncos struggled through an
early season slump, but a reconstituted team came out to play in the -
second half of the Big Sky conference season. In light of the number
of marginal losses that Boise State suffered, a 4-10 conference mark is
rather deceptive, but nonetheless worthy of respectability.
In years like this one for Boise State, it's respectability that counts.
Young's wrestlers lost a title and Leach's cagers finished on down the
ladder, but it wasn't a forlorn seasonfor either team.After all, a 92-78
victory and a second-place conference finish are not exactly the
epitome of humiliating endings.
A strong returning foursome
forms the nucleus of BSU's
women's tennis team, which
- opens its 1981 season in Tacoma
this weekend at the University of
Puget Sound's Invitational tennis
tournament.
The tournament begins Friday,
March 6, with Boise State meeting
UPS at 8:00 a.m.i.At 1:00 p.m.,
the Broncos face Central
Washington, and on Saturday at
8:00 a.m. BSU takes on UBC.
The 1981Bronco team has four
returning _players: seniors Sue
Servick and Patrice Reimer,
number one and two singles
players, respectively; junior
Debbie Berg; and sophomore
on Mar. 23-25, Another
tournament that will give the
Broncos experience will be the
University of Oregon Tournament
Apr. 10-n.
According to Connor , the
University of Nevada-Reno is the
favorite to win the title in 1981.
UNR will return almost all of it's
second place team from last year,
along with some new blood with a
lot of talent. Weber State will be
strong again as will Montana,
Montana State and, as always, the
University of Idaho.
The Broncos will be strong in
the top' three positions, but the
key for BSU will be - the
improvement of it's freshmen and
JC transfers in the fourth, fifth
and sixth spots. Steve Appleton
will more' than likely be the
Susan Mecham. Servick and
Reimer will also draw the number
one doubles spot.
Top newcomers (or Boise State
include Lisa Davis (Kuna, 10), the
1980 Idaho A2 district singles
champion, Maridith Gourley
(Borah High School, Boise), Dana
Dancer (Borah High School,
Boise), and Diane Quong
(Meridian, 10). Rounding out the
1981 squad are freshmen Shelley
Meyer. (Borah High School,
Boise); and Toni Moore (Wood
River High School, Sun Valley).
"We had a very disappointing
1-14 season in 1980 and we are
determined to improve our
record. This year we have more
Broncos top player for the third
straight year, while a much
improved Eddie Perkins will
battle for one of the top spots.
The only senior on the squad is
Kris Nord. Nord has been
plagued by injuries in the past,
but - is healthy for the 1981
campaign._Freshman Chris
- Langdon and junior Mike
Machado wil\ be major contribu-
"tions for BSU, as will the doubles
team of John Click and John
Marshall.
Boise State has a long -road
ahead of them in 1981, but
barring injuries the Broncos have
the opportunity to make big
strides in the BSU tennis program.
That is something Connor has set
as a goal for the Broncos-a
winning season.
depth than in 1980. All the
women, especially the younger
players, are practicing very
enthusiastically and challenging
one another. With the increased
competition for ladder positions
and several program changes, our
entire program will benefit," said
BSU coach Jean Boyles.
Another change for the
Broncos is in the schedule.
"In 1980 we competed against
many division I schools and we
were not ready for that level of
competition. This season we meet
primarily division II schools
which should really help us to
build our confidence and our
program," added Boyles.
I
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ASDSU SPONSORS '3rdANNUAL FOkUM
FOR PRESIDENTIAL'
AND VICE-PRESIDENTIAL CA.NDIDA. TES
2:30pm
i2MARCH, i98 i
, DOISEAM LOUNGE 'SUD
.:
<G'UNEX
Ken Chesnut, Owner
"Where Tune-ups are a SCience ... not a Sideline"
TUNE-UP SPECIALISTS
* Ignition * Carburet ion *
* Elietrical * Emmision Oontrol *
* Air Conditioning
c Written Guarentee
Propane COnvenlons
BROADWAY SERVICE CENTER
2069 Broadway
BOise, Ideho 83706
PHONE (208) 343-4297
* SUpports Revenue
For Education Through
24 Sales Tax Increase
* Suggests Grants
For Student Research &
Budget Recommendations
wASB & the
Legislature
PRESIDE1\1'f__ ----u~-~~I~- iiiiiiiiiiiiiii\/ -iiiiiiiiiiiiiii'
1001 Discount10 With Your
BSU STUDENT ID
At Broadway Tunex
* ·F.xperienced in·
Student Government
-* Agains~ Tuition &
Fee Increases
*_For Beer & Wine
at the Stadium
* Opposes Eliminations
of Student Services
TONY LUND-
FOR
-STUDENT
f
.1
V,.
GARFIELDTMBy JlmDavis
ONE 6HOUL.D' NOT ~ARE
ONE'5 CLAW6 WHIL.E
L..Y'N~ ON THE.M
CLASSIFiEDS'
FOR SALE
yellow & orange vest, Ian eourderoy jacket PERSONAL
wlhood, white hal, psychidelic disco shirt, J----...;:.;.=::=.:::;.:.;~;:...---;
pink stretch pants.
Books: Readers Digest Condensed, Tests
& Drills in English Grammar, The
Goodlimes Songbook, New American
Standard Bible, ApplieG Finite Mathe-
matics, Computers in Business, They lived
like this in Ancient Peru, Contemporary
Polilical Ideologies, Principles of Micro-
economics, Fundamentals of Financial
Accolll'lt;ng, Macroeconomi,s, Techniques
& Malerials of Tonal Music, Music
SQurces, Understanding Human Behavior,
Bitter Lemons, The Human "Transaction,
Crucial Issues in Education, Regents
English Workbook, Essential Idioms i!,
English, English 900, Programmed BuSI-
ness Mathematics.
Many ,nolebooks; clipboard, yellow
Julette radio, IDs wire frame glasses, keys,
black, wallet, glasses wlgray .case, blue
checkbook, 'glasses wI brown case, gold
Timex watch. -
Ncedlecraft lovers! Eam extra money by
teaching basic needlecraft skills. Our
beautiful kits are fun and easy to sell.
Enjoy full time money for part lime work.
Call Jan 1-467-5091 (Nampa) before noon.Look N.77 Bindings. New. Still in box. 580
K2 810 skis wi new N·77's 204cm 5165.
Kastle xlc skis Metal Edges Roterfella
Bindings, 210cm 560. Excel Touring Poles
145cm512. Scot C;omp Ski Poles, 46", 515.
Call 377-1729
LDS. HAVE YOU EXPERIENCED THE
ABUNDANT LIFE IN CHRIST? Call
376-5885, 24-hourrecording.
Super 8 Projector 2000H New Condition.
Never Before Used 5150.00 or best offer.
Dave B. 385-3663 or 342-4827.
LOST DOBERMAN-·Long ears long tail.
Small male, Early February, State &
CoIli~teL 336-343-8741.
MISCELLANEOUS, LOST AND FOUND
GEM STATE SINGLES
Legitimate referrals for ladies & gentlemen.
LADIES most WELCOME to help
BALANCE the club. CLOSED WEEK·
ENDS. '
. Green' cap'; gloves & mittens, blue coat
w/tan, red & blue stripes around the
shoulder blue coat, blue vest, blue sweater,
blue sw~al jacket, tan hat, white scarf,
;,;.,,.
"'. G
·nu c1as~ifieds are available ~othe public e~ch 'Y~dnesciay. for pri,nting ~v~rything from
your sassy per'sonnels to blurbs about selhng your Aunt Marth~ s.trOJ:nbon~..
Costs only 5 cenis a word, in advance, like the !.R.~", to get your scmullatmg WIt1010
daZzling black and white. ' . , ,.'
Just jog on down to the BSU SUB Information Center before Fnday at five and you ca~
buy your place in print. If you're a little flabby just use this handy coupon, but please don t
forget the coinage.
Mail To:'
II~N.:am~=e::-_....:... ~---~------ The University News
Address: Classifieds
lI:p':h~o~n~.e~::":"'-_":""-------~-'---~--'-~~-- 1910 University Drive1~~~~ ---------Boise,Idaho 83725
I Please print clearly,-
BILLIE BEE ihanks you for making the
Boise debut a success. Back in a few weeks.
Andrea--Good Luck KJdI Thanks for
your ears.c-Cathy
STlNG.LEE--H we, get this thing put
together right 1'\1 buy the first round.
MB.. You make my eyes twinkle and my
heart flutter. ILY--YS
To the New$··iIIegitimL non carbo run-
dum··MF . '
Debbie & Asghar--I wish you both the best
of luck' and a long happy life
together .·-Shelly
..DECLASSIFIED
When we entered the great hall to talk
to Mr. Kiwi there was a' gigantic moving
projection of Kiwi's face up on the far
wall with all this smoke billowing
around it like it was a scene from the
latest Francis Coppola flick. Kiwi's
voice was booming out at us over this
really good sound system, saying all this
stuff about "the great and powerful
. Kiwi." "For Christsake," I shouted
, over the volume of speakers, "it's me,
Ace Tyranasaurus. Cut the crap, I want
to talk to you." As soon as I said this
the film stopped running, the smoke
quit billowing out. and a muffled "Oh
horse shit" came over the sound system.
Seconds later Mr. Kiwi appeared from
out of this curtained off control booth,
looking as dapper as ever in his plaid
shorts, wing-tips, Frank Zappa T-shirt,
and black cape. "You damn T.V.
babies;" said Kiwi disgustedly, "can't
have' any fun with you, you've seen
everything. "
Iquickly began to explain to Mr. Kiwi
that I had come to get his hel i in fixing
my mentally ill Cessna 180, "The Spirit
of Yellowpine." Kiwi shoo c his heac
gravely and said that he knew of my
troubles without telling him. "Is that
because the great and powerful Mr. Kiwi
knows all?" asked my companion
Wrongway Lafeete with more than a
trace ot'sarcasm. "No," replied KIWI,
"it's because I read the back issues of
the paper so I know exactly where I
come in at. If I muff my lines in this
stupid column· L .get no moola.
Comprende Einstein?" Wrongway
made an obscene gesture and muttered
something about a flying leap at the
grand canyon. Turning his attention to
me, Kiwi proceeded to inform.me that in
order to fix my airplane Iwould have to
go on a quest for one of the nine magic
piston rings ofFordmo. pulling up his
cape dramatically, Kiwi announced that
"Iwill now regale you with the full epic
history of the nine rings.", Behind
Kiwi's back 1 could see Burt frantically
stopping up his ears with pieces of cloth
torn from his shirt, while Wrongway put
his finger tohis temple and pantomimed
violent brain redistribution. "But Mr.
Kiwi," .1 said in a frantic search for an
excuse to keep him from getting' started
on an "epic,' , "you can't tell us the
story this week, we're almost at the
bottom of the page." And so we were.
Ace may be at' the bottom of the page,
but you'll be front row center at next
week's SPB Sic-Fi movie fest if you are
one of the first four people to come up
to The News office and tell the secretary
the name of ihe female'star of The i
Wizard of Oz. J
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YOU'RE NEVERMORE
VULNERABLE THAN WHEN
-YOU'VE SE,.,EN.••·,TOOM., UCH.
o . • .. . .
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TWENTIETH CEN1URY-FOX PRESENTS A PETER YATESFILM . '
WILLIAM HURT· SIGOURNEY WEAVER·CHRISTOPHER PLUMMER
"EYEWITNESS" and JAMES WOODS· Produced and Directed by PETER YATES
Written by STEVE TESICH· Music by STANLEYSILVERMAN INOW AN AVONPAPERBACKI
R RESTRICTED - '~UNDER 17 REQUIRES ACCOMPANYING . .', ' PARENT DR ADULT GUARDIAN . ® .' ., ' «') 1981 TWENTIETH CENTURY·FOX
·STARTS,FRIDAYI
: •,." .. "._" '.: .. ' . ". .,' .... :.... .: .~ .. . ~" . '.., ...... ' -.. ,' -'", :.','-,",. ::_.':" ' ", .:.f .. -- " , ':-:,', - ',' - ...•.• ,. -':' ",' • ,'" .
